6 September 2018

Janette McCormick, Acting Chief Constable
Cheshire Constabulary Headquarters
Clemonds Hey
Oakmere Road
Winsford
CW7 2UA

Re: Cheshire Police Criminality
My understanding is that the police are supposed to uphold the law, not to break it and
not to harbour criminals in their ranks. Yet that is what you do.
You are probably aware of my claim against the Cheshire constabulary for malicious
prosecution. The basis of the claim was the false statements by PCs Eoin Anderson
and Nicola Rimmer for my prosecution for a driving offence I did not commit. I
submitted a formal complaint that was rejected without ever being investigated by the
constabulary, hence my claim for malicious prosecution. My claim was thwarted by
the perjury of Anderson and Rimmer, which I can prove but was not able to at the trial
because they changed their testimony, from their previous supposedly “true”
statements, to something even more untrue, and because of my inexperience, not to
mention obstruction by the judge.
I made a request to the constabulary that the perjury and/or perverting the course of
justice be investigated. It was not.
For the avoidance of doubt, PCs Anderson and Rimmer are criminals that you are
protecting. Furthermore, you are profiting from their criminality, whereas I am
suffering from it. Are you therefore upholding the law as you are obligated to do? I
think not. In fact I think it a pretty sorry state of affairs when the Police and Crime
Commissioner and the acting chief constable obstruct justice and endorse a
miscarriage of justice.
You may be aware of my website, https://cheshirepolice.org in which I state very
clearly that Anderson and Rimmer are crooked and deliberately gave false testimony
in court. The website has been live for over 3 months. I think it pretty obvious that
my publication of the facts would be defamatory if they were not true. I have even
asked those mentioned to tell me if they considered anything untrue, which I would
then review.

Yet in over 3 months, no action has been taken against me and nobody has suggested
that anything I published is untrue. I think that you can take it as a given that the
criminals in your ranks are not going to make a claim against me because of the high
risk of again committing perjury and/or perverting the course of justice. You might
care to verify for yourself why no claim has been made against me.
Please advise whether you are content with this state of affairs or whether you are
going to do anything about your criminals.

cc:

Mark Pawsey, MP
D Keane, Cheshire police and crime commissioner (via email)
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services

